LAST SHALL COME FIRST
The last-place runner often learns the most about faith and courage
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Being there:
The philosopher
William Barrett writes
that the last·place
finisher is "mere
admirable than the
victor we crown."

As I neared the 2-mile mark of a Smile race struggle, trying to maintain the level of exerin Oc'ean County Park. New Jersey, last tion a Srnile race demands.
spring, I was running dead last, 107th in a
Not only did I have to work hard, but I '
field of 101.
had to fight off temptation as well. This was
At that point, a park ranger, who was a two-loop course, and as I neared the
working as a course monitor, called out to halfway point, dropping out seemed like a
wonderful alternative. We all know what this
me. "How are you doing?" he asked.
"The best I can," I panted.
feels like. On loop courses, where the
For me. doing the best I can is routine, -opportunity presents itself every lap to pack '
it in, we can't help but have at least a tran. but being last is an unusual experience.
Once. when I ran in a national cross- sient impulse to call it quits.
But just as in wartime, where there are
country championship in my 40s, I was
lapped by the entire field. But not since cowards but no cowardice, in races there
then had I held the position that defines the are quitters but no one ever quits. Within a
few strides the thought passed, and I knew
end of a race.
There was no question that I was last. if I started into the second loop it wouldn't
I turned around several times to be certain. come again.
It never did. I was last and probably
Surrounded by silence. I felt as if I were
would finish last, but it didn't matter. If you
alone on a training run in the woods.
Then came the final proof. I could hear asked me why, I wouldn't be able to put it
just behind me the vehicle that brings up into words nor would, I suspect, any runner
the rear. Most races have one to pick up or coach or sports psychologist
But the philosopher William Barrett.L
anyone who might need help getting b~k __
has. In his book The Illusion of Technique
(Doubleday, 1979), Barrett writes that the
runner who's lapped by the entire field but
nevertheless tortures himself to keep going
is "more admirable than the victor we
crown." ."..-:::! ;:.~ the last-place finisher ;:-:the .
Boston Marathon he writes, 'There simply
cannot be a question of his quitting. An
image of the man of faith."
Faith and belief and prayer-these subjects dominate Barrett's writing. And for
him, the ritual-in this instance, the raceprovides a discipline and gives our lives
meaning. The effort and concentration we
bring to racing confirms the faith we are not
certain of in other moments.
I had a mile to go. ]ason was beginning to come back to me. Both of us in this
hour were finding our meaning in apparently meaningless suffering. Both of us sending
a wordless prayer to a higher power. Both
believing that what we were doing made the
best statement of who we are.
In the last 20 yards, still trying to do
to the finish line. And now, for the first time my very best, I finally caught ]ason and
sprinted by him. Beyond the finish line,
in my lift'. this vehicle was shadowing me.
About :!oo yards ahead. my friend where I lay gasping on the ground, ]ason
Jason was holding his steady pact'. Beyond came by to congratulate me. Then I heard
him I mu Id intermittently s('(' a small J.,TfOUpsomeone say, 'The best race of the day was
of ~traggl<'rswinding through th« tree-lined for last place."
He didn't know the half of it.
•
stre-ets. Each of us wre-stle-dwith our private

